The Principal,
Jawahar Education Socciets Annasaheb
Chudaman Patil College of Engineering
Plot -17, Sector -4, Kharghar Navi Mumbai
Panvel(West),
Dist : Raigad- 410210.

Subject: Shrenikik Varsh 2019-20 Karita Vyavasaichik Abhaya Samacharya
Praayeshakarita Nandini Praayakshavat.

Sambhav: Aapate K.Tishir-1291/Pr.K.57/Praniya/342
Dinakk 18 April, 2019 Rovice Patra

Mahaday,

Uparokta Vyayamandsayar Pannya Kay Vyayavhat Meete Ki, Shrenikik Varsh 2019-20 Mandalore Padyuktar
Padya Abhya Samacharya Praayesh Prakrya/Praayesh Manaytecha Praayakshavadi Sataril Mahatihin Deshayat Yeet Ahe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of College</th>
<th>Intake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Affiliation

Copy to Registrar
Ms. Inamdar
Mr. Rahul Sawant
To,

The Principal/Director,

JAWAHAR EDUCATION SOCIETY'S ANNASHEB CHUDAMAN PATIL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Plot -17, Sector -4, Kharghar Navi Mumbai
Panvel, Dist. Raigad - 410210

[ETH36978]

Sub : Continuation of affiliation for the degree courses for the academic year 2018-19.

Sir/Madam,

With reference to your application dated 29-08-2017 for continuation/extension of affiliation for teaching the course/s of study for the Engineering & Technology/ Management Degree/ Post Graduate course/s for the Academic year 2018-19, I am to inform you that the Academic Council at its meeting held on 14-06-2018 vide Item No. 3.5 resolved as under:

It was resolved that the reports of the Local Inquiry Committee of continuation of affiliation of faculties of Humanities Science & Technology Commerce & Management and Interdisciplinary Studies be accepted and the colleges/Institutes be granted Continuation of Affiliation for the academic year 2018-19 and previous years subject to payment of the affiliation fees of all those years if any.

Further the conditions mentioned in the LIC report be communicated to the colleges for compliances of the same without which the future continuation/ extension of Affiliation in subsequent years be not considered. Also the concerned colleges will have to participate in the examination related work and the teachers will have to involve in the Central Assessment Scheme of the University in both halves of the examinations.


The report of the Local Enquiry Committee is available in the college login online portal for your information & compliance accordingly.

Yours faithfully,

(Deepak Wasave)

DEPUTY REGISTRAR

AFFILIATION SECTION
To,

The Principal/Director,
JAWAHAR EDUCATION SOCEITYS ANNASAHEB CHUDAMAN PATIL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Plot -17, Sector -4, Kharghar Navi Mumbai
Panvel, Dist. Raigad - 410210
[ ETHS9878 ]

Sir/Madam,

With reference to your application dated 31-08-2016 for granting continuation/extension of affiliation for teaching the course of study for the Engineering & Technology/ Management Degree/ Post Graduate course for the Academic year 2017-18, I am to inform you that the Academic Council at its meeting held on 11-05-2017 vide Item No. 3.144 resolved as under:


Further the conditions mentioned in the LIC report be communicated to the colleges for compliances of the same without which for the future conditions / extension of Affiliation in subsequent year will not be consider. Also the concerned college will participate in the examinations related work and the teachers will involve in the Central Assessment Scheme of the University in both halves of the examinations.


A copy of the report of the Local Enquiry Committee is enclosed for your information & compliance accordingly.

Yours faithfully,

(Shr. Krushna Parad)
DEPUTY REGISTRAR
AFFILIATION SECTION